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ABSTRACT 
A hierarchical neural network that can be trained to recognize 

multiple sequences of temporal events is presented. The network 
modules are suitable for VLSI implementation. A motion detector 
based on a h i m h i c a l  network was simulated and tested. The 
simulation results show that modules can be concatenated to 
recognize a long temporal sequence. They also show that modules 
at higher levels in the hierarchy can be trained to Tccognize the 
temporal order of the sequences presented to modules in the lower 
levels. Hence, the network can be used for tempad recognition of 
a number of long sequences. 

1. Introduction 
A modular neural network that utilizes the process of temporal 

integration to perform tempord pattern recognition was proposed 
earlier [Yeap]. A network module can be trained to recognize a 
sequence of events. It contains a number of sequence nodes con- 
nected in a chain, where each node is responsible for recognizing 
one event in the sequence. When a correct sequence is presented, 
the nodes are activated one at a time, with each node providing an 
excitatory signal to its successor on the chain, which is responsible 
for recognizing the next event in the sequence. The time element j s  
modeled by providing the nodes with a fading memory. Temporal 
integration of the sequence nodes’ activities by a result node is 
used to generate an output response representing the input 
sequence. 

The network was tested by simulating its use to implement a 
motion detector. With a moving randomdot pattern as the test 
input, the network was shown to recognize a variety of input 
sequences resulting from the motion of an object along a certain 
trajectory at different speed. The network modules are intended for 
implementation in the form of VLSI chips. Hence, the number of 
sequence nodes that can be included in one module is limited. In 
turn, this limits the maximum length of the sequence that a module 
can be trained to recognize. In this paper, we present ways to 
expand the temporal pattern recognition capabilities of the network 
beyond that of a single module. A modified module is introduced, 
which can be used to construct a temporal recognition network in 
one of two ways. A number of modules may be concatenated to 
form a chain capable of recognizing a long sequence of events. 
Alternatively, modules may be organized in a hierarchical struc- 
ture to recognize a sequence of sequences of events. For example, 
if each module is trained to recognize a word, the network may be 
trained to recognize a sentence. 

Two types of networks have been simulated to detect the 
motion of an object along a trajectory: one comprises several con- 
catenated modules and the other consists of a number of modules 
arranged in a hierarchical structure. It is shown by simulation that 
modules connected in series can reliably recognize a long temporal 
sequence and partial sequences. It is also shown that several 
modules connected in a hierarchical structm are capable of 
abstracting the temporal order of a number of input sequences, 
each of which may be a partial sequence. 

Section 2 presents the architecture of the enhanced temporal 
module and how several modules may be concatenated for long 
sequence detection or organized in a hierarchical structun for 
recognition of a few temporal sequences. A network implementing 

a motion detector as an application is simulated and tested, and the 
simulation results are presented in Section 3. 

2. Architecture 
This section begins by presenting the architecture of an 

enhanced temporal module, followed by a description of how a 
number of the temporal modules can be concatenated to form a 
chain or interconnected in a hierarchical structure. 

An Enhanced Temporal Module 
A temporal module comprises N Sequence nodes (S 1 .&), a 

Result node (R), and a Linear Sum node (LS). interconnected as 
shown in Fig. 1 . Excitatory connections from sequence node SI to 
S2, S2 to S3, etc. form a forward chain. In addition, each sequence 
node receives inhibitory inputs f” all other nodes except its 
upstream neighbor. The state of excitation of each node changes 
with a fixed time constant, which provides the node with a fading 
memory. The interconnect pattern, together with the node’s ability 
to partially remember its previous history, enable the chain to 
recognize a temporal sequence. After training, a correct input 
sequence causes the nodes to be activated in sequence from left to 
right. When an incorrect sequence is presented, the inhibitory con- 
nections between the sequence nodes constantly keep the nodes 
near their reset state. 
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Fig. 1 An e n h a n d  temporal module 

Output from each sequence node is connected to the input of 
the result node by a fixed-weight excitatory connection. A 
sequence of events is recognized by temporally integrating the 
activities of the nodes representing individual events of the 
sequence. By applying an appropriate time constant and bias at the 
result node, this node will be activated if the correct input 
sequence persists for a sufficient period. The result node returns to 
its quiescent state shortly after the end of the sequence. 

Two external connections are provided in each module which 
were not present in the basic temporal module described in [Yeap]. 
They enable several modules to be concatenated by connecting the 
input of the first sequence node, SI, to the output of the last 
sequence node, SN of the previous module. A linear sum node (LS) 



and its output (Sum) have also been added, the need for which will 
become apparent shortly. 

Concatenation of Temporal Modules 
For recognition of a long sequence comprising more than N 

events, several temporal modules are cascaded by connecting the 
output of the last sequence node in one module to the input of the 
first sequence node in another module via an excitatory connec- 
tion, as shown in Fig. 2 . This way of linking the modules forms a 
long chain of sequence nodes, each of which is trained to recog- 
nize only one event. The chain enables the nodes to keep track of 
the temporal sequence of the events. When a correct sequence is 
presented to the network, the first event causes node S 1 of module 
M 1 to be partially activated. Subsequent events cause downstream 
nodes to be activated to higher levels, because of the excitatory 
connections in the forward direction. When a sufficient number of 
sequence nodes within a module are activated, the result node of 
that module becomes active, indicating that the subsequence for 
which this module is responsible has been recognized. Thus, it is 
possible to determine that the entire sequence has been received 
correctly by temporally integrating the outputs of the result nodes 
in all the modules. 
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Fig. 2 A chain of temporal modules for recognition of long sequence 

Consider now the case of a partial sequence that overlaps two 
cascaded modules. The part of the sequence seen by each module 
may not have a sufficient number of events to activate its internal 
result node, which has a nonlinear response. Hence, direct tem- 
poral integration of the outputs of the two result nodes would not 
be sufficient to recognize this partial sequence. The linear sum 
node, LS, has been introduced to solve this problem. Unlike the 
result node, the linear sum node has a linear output response. It 
generates a linear output representing the number of correct events 
seen by a module. Thus, in the above case, direct temporal integra- 
tion of the outputs of the two LS nodes will generate an output 
representing the total length of the partial sequence observed by 
the two modules. This integration is performed by another node 
called the External Result node (ER) in Fig. 2 . The output of the 
linear sum node from each module is connected to the input of ER 
by a fixed-weight excitatory connection, and is temporally 
integrated by that node to generate an output representing the 
overall sequence. The external result node has a nonlinear output 
response similar to the internal result node in each module, such 
that this node will only be activated if the overall sequence persists 
for a sufficient period. The integrator time constant in node ER 
should be selected based on the minimum length of the partial 
sequence that is to be recognized by the network. 

The introduction of the linear sum node obviates the need for 
the internal result node in each of the module when the modules 
are cascaded in series. The internal result node may be used only 
to determine whether the subsequence corresponding to a particu- 
lar model has been received. Of course, it is also needed when a 
module is used as a stand-alone unit. 

Hierarchical Interconnection 
The idea of using a hierarchical structure as a means for reduc- 

ing a network’s complexity is not new. For example, a hierarchical 
neural network was proposed by Fukushima for visual pattem 
recognition. Similarly, a hierarchical framework for high-level 
computer vision was proposed by Tsotsos [Fukushima, Wolfram, 
Tsotsos]. A number of temporal modules may be arranged as 
shown in Fig. 3, which shows a 2-level hierarchy. Each module in 
this figure may have the internal structure shown in Fig. 1 or may 
consist of a cascaded structure as in Fig. 2 . The outputs of the 
result nodes of the modules on any level constitute the inputs to 
the modules on the next higher level. In this figure, the external 
inputs are shown connected to an encoder before being fed to the 
inputs of the modules on level 1 to reduce the number of external 
connections required [McCelland]. 
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Fig. 3 A hierarchical neural network for 
temporal pattern recognition 
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In a hierarchical network, the number of modules at any level 
is smaller than the number at the next lower level. Information is 
processed and abstracted by modules in one level before it is 
presented to modules in the next higher level, so that it can be 
further processed to obtain a higher form of representation. In this 
case, events in each sequence are processed by the modules in 
level 1, and the outputs of these modules are presented to the 
modules in level 2. For ease of reference, we will call a sequence 
recognized by a module on level 1 a word. A sequence of words 
will be called a sentence. Hence, each module on level 2 can be 
trained to recognize an input sentence. 

Modules on higher levels of a hierarchy must have larger time 
constants than modules at lower levels. This is necessary because 
the outputs of level-1 modules, for example, change at a slower 
rate than the external inputs. Modules on the highest level of the 
hierarchy receive inhibitory inputs from other modules on the 
same level, and operate in a winner-take-all fashion. The module 
recognizing an input sentence achieves the maximum output, 
while outputs of all the other modules on the same level are inhi- 
bited. 

Because of the nonlinearity of the result nodes, a module may 
be activated by a partial sequence, provided the sequence is 
sufficiently long to exceed the node’s activation level. This means 
that a module on level 1 can recognize a word even when a part of 
that word is missing. Similarly, a module on level 2 can recognize 
a sentence in which some words are missing. The extent of this 
tolerance can be controlled by proper selection of the time con- 
stants and biases of the result nodes. 
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3. Simulation Results 
The operation of the enhanced temporal modules, which can be 

either connected in series or in a hierarchical structure, has been 
tested by implementing a motion detector similar to that described 
i n  [ Yeap]. This section presents the test results, which have been 
obtained by simulation. 

Series Connection 
A motion detector with three concatenated modules, each of 

which comprising ten sequence nodes, has been simulated and 
tested. Modules M 1 ,  M 2  and M 3  were independently trained to 
recognize sequences 11, I2  and 1 3 ,  respectively, where each 
sequence consists of 10 events representing the movement of an 
object. During training, the weights associated with inter-node 
connections and the internal bias in each node are adjusted using 
the LMS algorithm [McCelland, Tou, Widrow, Yeap]. The exter- 
nal  result node in Fig. 2 was trained to recognize the concatenated 
seqiiencc ( I I ,  12,131. 

The responses of the linear sum node in each module and the 
extcrn:il result node are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for two input 
sequences. In  the case of Fig. 4, a random sequence I, was first 
presented to the machine, followed by I , which is a partial 
scqucnce taken from the later part of I l .  Yequence I 2  was then 
presented to the machine, followed by another partial sequence, 
13,>, taken from the early part of 13 .  Finally, another random 
sequence, I,, was presented. The figure shows that the output of 
the linear sun1 node of module M1 rises partially, followed by the 
complete activation of M2 and partial activation of M 3 .  The tem- 
poral integration of the activities at the linear sum nodes causes the 
external result node to be activated gradually. 
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Fig. 4 Outputs of modules M I ,  M I ,  M 3 ,  and ER when sequences f,, 
f Ip. 1 2 ,  13,,. and I, are presented to the network. 

Fig. 5 depicts the responses of the three modules and the exter- 
nal result node for a slightly modified input Fequence. Instead of 
the Inter part of sequence 1 1 ,  an early part, 11,, was presented to 
the machine, followed by a random sequence, I,. In response, the 
output of the linear sum node of module M 1  rises gradually to 0.5 
then decays to 0 at time 10T. When sequence 12  is presented, 
module M 2  is activated later than in Fig. 4 , because its first 
sequence node does not receive an excitation signal from module 
M I .  The slower and partial activation of modules M 2  and M 3  
causes the external result node to be weakly activated, demonstrat- 
ing that  disjoint sequences are not sufficient to activate the external 
rcwlt node. 

Hicwrchical Network 
A two-level hierarchical neural network of the type shown in 

Fig. 3 has been used to implement a motion detector. Modules 
M 1 1 ,  M 12, M 13 and Mi4  were trained independently to recognize 
words 1 1 ,  I z ,  l 3  and 14 ,  respectively. Each word consists of 6 
events depicting a moving object. After the modules in level-1 
have been trained successfully, modules M z l  and M22 on level 2 
were then trained to recognize the sentences ( I l ,  1 2 ,  1 3 ]  and ( I l ,  
12, l 4  1, respectively. 
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Fig. 5 Outputs of modules M I ,  M z ,  M 3 ,  and ER when sequences f 
I,, 1 2 ,  13,,, and[, are presented to the network. 

Fig. 6 shows the outputs of various modules when the sequence 
[ I , ,  1 2 ,  I31  is presented. Modules M11, M12. and M13 are 
activated in order by their respective sequences, while module 
M14 remains reset. By integrating the activities of these modules, 
module M21 becomes active at time 15T, indicating that it recog- 
nizes this input correctly as one complete sequence. Module M z 2  
begins to fire when Zl and I 2  are presented, but is later reset 
because module M i 4  did not fire. In another test (not shown), 
when the sequence (11, I 2 ,  1 4 )  was presented, module M22 was 
activated while module M21 remained quiescent. 
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Fig. 6 Outputs of modules M11, M12, M13 M14, M21, and M22 when 
sequences I1 .12 .  and 1 3  are presented to the network. 

In order to demonstrate that the modules in the higher level of 
the hierarchy can abstract the temporal order of sequences recog- 
nized by the modules on a lower level, an input sequence that has 
11,  I2  and I3  arranged in reverse temporal order was presented. 
Fig. 7 depicts the modules' responses. Modules M21 and M22 on 
level 2 remain quiet, even though the modules on level 1 respond 
to their -respective sequences. This clearly indicates that M21 is 
only responsive when the words of a sentence are presented in the 
correct temporal order. 

Consider now the responses of the modules in the upper level 
when only partial words and partial sentences are presented to the 
network. Fig. 8 shows that the network continues to function prop- 
erly when only parts of I2  and 1 3 .  separated by a random 
sequence, are presented, provided that these parts are sufficiently 
long to be recognized by their respective modules. 
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Fig. 7 Outputs of modules M l l ,  M12. Ml, M14. M21, and M22 when 
sequences 1 3 .  I,, and 11 are presented to the network. 
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Fig.80utputsofniodulesMll,M12. M13 M14.M21,andM22 when 
sequences I x ,  I zp ,  I ,  and 13, are presented to the network. 

4. Conclusion 
This paper presented a neural network module that can be 

implemented on a single VLSI chip. A number of such modules 
can be interconnected to recognize temporal sequences of varying 
length. Two interconnection schemes have been investigated. A 
series connection combined with linear sum nodes enables the 
modules to recognize long sequences and partial sequences that 
may overlap module boundaries. A hierarchical structure yields a 
network that can recognize the temporal order of several partial 
sequences. 
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